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Chapter 2

Structural Health Monitoring by Acoustic Emission Technique

Md. Tawhidul Islam Khan

Abstract

Elastic wave, which is formed due to sudden rearrangement of stresses in a material, is called acoustic emission (AE). It is widely used in nondestructive testing (NDT) of materials and structures especially in health monitoring of structures for damage detection. When a body is subjected to an external force (in the form of changing pressure, load, or temperature), any micro fracture inside the body releases energy in the form of AE wave, which is received by sensor and later on is converted to electrical signal for inspection. In early stage, major importance was given on studying the AE characteristics during the deformation and fracture on various materials (by J. Kaiser in Germany in 1950 and B. H. Schofield in the USA in 1954). Nowadays, lots of research are conducting on formulating the theories behind AE formation, propagation, and inspection in various fields as an important health monitoring tool for NDT. In this chapter, I would like to elaborate a “feature outlook of AE” based on past, present, and future perspectives; “AE monitoring” procedure based on theoretical and experimental perspectives; and smart applications in structural health monitoring based on industrial and biostructural perspectives with related figures and tables.
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1. Introduction

Structural health monitoring (SHM) refers to the theme of damage detection, evaluation, and characterization strategy of an engineering structure through time ranging feature extraction by sensors. Analytical and statistical representations, periodic forms in most cases, of damage-sensitive features of the structure focus on the monitoring system about the present status of structural health condition.
1.1. Acoustic emission (AE) in SHM

Many conventional techniques are proposed by many engineers and scientists for health monitoring of structures, and maximum of them is nondestructive testing (NDT) type methods. Again, in many NDT systems, testing loadings are applied before or after the testing and are widely used as an active method, where signals or energy is delivered from the outside to the testing body. Contrary to active NDT, acoustic emission is widely used as passive NDT method in structural health monitoring, where external energy is not needed to supply the testing structure. The stimulated internal energy of the structure is received in this acoustic emission technique as health monitoring features. Due to this unique characteristic, acoustic emission technique has become very simple; however, accuracy or acquisition sensitivity is very high. Therefore, acoustic emission technique is becoming popular day by day in all types of structural monitoring fields [1–4].

A dominating attribute of acoustic emission technique is its application ability in its loading condition. Therefore, it provides instant damage information within a short period of time. Thus, acoustic emission monitoring tests are often performed in the operating conditions of the structure. As a result, adequate damage information even in minute state triggers the acoustic emission technique as a valuable health monitoring method. Dynamic characterization of any structural damage has become advantageous in this unique monitoring system. Furthermore, since acoustic emission technique is applied in dynamic feature, early stage of any damage can be characterized in this technique. Therefore, easy and adequate measures against any matured fracture or damage can be adopted in the presented fault detection technique [5–8].

Among many important features of acoustic emission technique, source location ability of involved damage inside the material attracts people in application of this technique as well. Following the traveling information of AE hits and applying to preferable algorithms, source location of AE event is performed. Based on the availability of sensors, dimension of source location is defined. For example, if two AE sensors are available, a single degree of source location is applicable; if three sensors are available, two-dimensional source location is applicable; if four or more sensors are available, three-dimensional source location is applicable. Since signal velocity influences the source location very much, velocity modes greatly affect the source location technique as well [9–12].

Present acoustic emission technique can quantify qualitative measure of the defects of a structure. For getting quantitative information of the damage, it often prefers to get supports of ultrasonic testing method. However, ultrasonic technique is necessary to apply in static condition, which is contradictory to the basic principle of acoustic emission. Therefore, pre- or postquantitative diagnosis is suitable for getting damage sizing inside the structure [13].

In addition to many advantages of AE applications in nondestructive testing environment, entire structural damage evaluation can be obtained under whole loading conditions by single or several sensors only. No replacement or cleaning of sensor placements is necessary for that purpose. Furthermore, a noisy environment except structural vibrations, and so on, does not influence to the data acquisition system too much. Therefore, acoustic emission technique in structural health monitoring system is widely applied as a preferable nondestructive tool in various fields of industrial to biomedical engineering fields.
1.2. Onward features and prospective of present topic

According to the strategy of the present writing, acoustic emission technique will be elaborated perspective to its historical criteria in structural health monitoring statistics. Following to its historical elongation, theoretical and experimental applications will be strategically approached. Afterward, some classical applications will be discussed before an elaborate discussion and conclusions of the technique to the structural health monitoring system.

2. Fundamentals of AE technique to SHM applications

2.1. History of AE

Historically, the application of AE to structural health monitoring is not so new; however, the challenges of this monitoring strategy are still facing and progressing on time. Technologically, AE was investigated in the middle of twentieth century. In early stage, AE phenomena were realized in Germany by Forester [14] in transforming mechanical vibration into electrical voltage by electrodynamic transmitter-receiver system. They measured tiny voltage change due to resistance variations caused by martensite transformations in metallurgical experiments. However, AE experiments were officially founded by Kaiser [15] through the publication of his historical irreversibility theory, known as the “Kaiser effect” in 1950. The terminology “AE” was first in history published by Kaiser’s pioneering work “Acoustic Emission” in 1961. Later on, Obert, Schofield, Drouillard, Yokomichi, Ikeda, Matsuoka, and Kishinoue did enormous efforts to apply AE in various fields until the end of twentieth century [16–20]. Thus, the application of AE became familiar as a well-known nondestructive tool to different fields in structural health monitoring applications.

2.2. AE technique

Acquisition of transient elastic wave generated due to the sudden change of material stress for any external stimulus locally or globally to the material generates acoustic emission waves. The generated waves propagate through the surface of the material, and therefore, acquisition of these elastic waves and conversion of these waves to electrical signals for visualization and analysis refer to the fundamentals of AE testing. In AE testing, a piezoelectric transducer, generally called as AE sensor, is placed on the surface of the material to be tested. The transducer responds to the dynamic motion generated by the elastic wave as mechanical motion and converts it to an electrical voltage signal, which is often called as AE signal. AE sensor is selected based on the operating frequency. Therefore, different types of AE sensors are commercially available based on their applicable frequencies and sensitivities [21–23].

A fundamental AE testing system consists of a sensor (AE sensor), a preamplifier, main amplifier with appropriate filters, and data acquisition system along with display (oscilloscopes, personal computer with data acquisition software, and data transferring devices like AD conversion system). As AE signals are very small, it is boosted by preamplifier to gain at low signal-to-noise ratio. Later on, AE signals are amplified again and passed through band
pass filters before storing to the mainframe of personal computer (PC) for analysis to any of desired features. The abovementioned AE technique is explained by the following schematic diagram as shown in Figure 1 [24–26].

2.3. Important AE parametric features

In AE testing, as shown in Figure 1, AE signals are received and visualized to the display of the acquisition device when AE sensor is attached to the material surface (object to be tested) by adhesives or tape and is excited by the generated stress wave at the material. AE waves are then saved to PC for further synthesis to characterize the damage inside the test object. Then, parametric features are widely used in analyzing or monitoring damage inside an object by AE NDT, as shown in Figure 2 [13, 27].
AE event: The time domain or frequency domain of acoustic emission signals represents parametric features due to the elastic wave generated inside the material. It is the total AE wave representation during the AE testing.

AE hit: It is represented as the AE signal from one channel and crosses the user-defined threshold. There can be multiple hits in an AE event or an AE test of multiple channels.

Maximum amplitude: Maximum amplitude (amplitude) is the greatest amplitude of an AE hit measured in voltage or in decibels (dB). AE signals with maximum amplitude below the user-defined threshold line are not recorded as AE signals.

Counts: Counts are referred to the numbers of pulses of an AE hit, which cross the user-defined threshold value.

Rise time: Rise time is defined as the time span of an AE hit from its first threshold crossing amplitude to its maximum amplitude.

Duration: Duration is defined as the time span of an AE hit from its first threshold crossing amplitude to its last threshold crossing amplitude.

Energy: It is the area below the detection envelope within the duration of an AE hit.

Peak frequency: It is the frequency component (kHz) corresponding to the maximum amplitude in an AE wave spectrum.

Average frequency: It is the average frequency in an AE hit. It is associated with duration and count and can be calculated from dividing “count” by “duration.” It can roughly represent the signal frequency (when AE waveform is not possible to record). It represents complete acoustic emission impact signal.

Center frequency: It is the frequency component (kHz) corresponding to the center of gravity in an AE wave spectrum.

Initial frequency: It indicates the initial condition of an AE spectrum. It is calculated from dividing “counts” until peak by “rise time.”

Reverberation frequency: It is calculated from the relation derived from total count to initial count divided by the relation derived from duration to rise time.

RA value: It is calculated from rise time divided by maximum amplitude (amplitude). It is the reciprocal of gradient in AE signal waveform and represents the type of cracks in the unit of ms/V.

2.4. AE sensors and data acquisition

In a practical AE experiment, generally piezoelectric sensor is widely used as AE sensor. It is normally a contact-type sensor consisted of piezoelectric element protected by hard metal housing and connected by an electric connector for transmitting the generated electric effects. The sensing system is based on the piezoelectric effect out of lead zirconate titanate (PZT). This type of sensor is relatively cheap and highly sensitive and converts the mechanical movement to electrical voltage in AE experiments efficiently.
Selection of an appropriate AE sensor depends on the demanded frequency in the experiment. As the propagation of elastic wave is heavily affected by the property of the propagation path and the propagation mechanism to the AE sensor, the frequency content of the propagating elastic wave plays a very important role in the selection of the suitable AE sensor in AE tests (Figure 3).

Appropriate sensors for AE testing to pressure vessels, storage tanks, heat exchangers, piping, reactors, aerial lift devices, nuclear power plants, and biomedical fields are well prepared based on their required frequency range. In general, based on the frequency range for AE tests, sensors are classified accordingly as low-frequency range sensor (20–100 kHz), middle or standard range sensor (100–400 kHz), and high-frequency range sensor (~400 kHz). Different companies such as Physical Acoustic Corporation (PAC), Vallen Systeme Company, and so on produce their sensors regarding the type of commercial AE sensor with high sensitivity [25, 28–30].

3. AE source location

Source location plays a significant role in AE technique. It is an advantageous facility in AE technique when compared with many other NDTs. It makes the characterizing of damage propagation behavior and the overall damage monitoring system well understandable and well predictable.

It is already mentioned that many AE hits can be taken in one AE event by placing many AE sensors in AE testing. One channel (one AE sensor) can record one AE hit, and thus, multiple channels (multiple AE sensors) can record multiple AE hits. When AE sensors place at different places at a suitable sensor to sensor distance (sometimes carefulness in signal wavelength is necessary) according to the desired inspection area, all AE hits are recorded by the system with different signal traveling times based on the different distances of sensors to the signal source. This traveling time is termed as “arrival time” in AE source location. Knowing the traveling time or arrival time of each hit from the signal acquisition system and multiplying it with the AE signal traveling velocity in that material, signal traveling distance from the
source to each AE sensor is calculated. For simplicity, wave velocity for a particular material is assumed constant in general AE source location technique. However, considering different geometric or traveling effects, like wave reflection due to material inhomogeneity, various wave modes (p-mode, s-mode, etc.) precise velocity calculation is necessary for improving the accuracy of AE source location technique. Based on the number of AE sensors connected to the acquisition system, several source location techniques have been developed already. Several AE source location techniques are discussed later.

3.1. Linear source location technique

A fundamental and very commonly used technique is the linear type of AE source location technique. At least two AE sensors (minimum required number of AE sensors in AE source location technique) are necessary in this technique. Linear type of structures such as bridge and pipe is used for measurements by this technique. This technique is very simple and easy to apply. It is also called as one degree AE source location technique [13].

In linear source location technique, two sensors are placed to an appropriate distance, and therefore, the time of arrivals from two sensors is collected. Based on the difference in signal arrival time, source location is defined. For example, if the source location is located at the middle point of two sensors, the difference between two arrival times is zero. Otherwise, the arrival time will be different. It is considered in this technique that shorter arrival time is the closer source to the receiving sensor. Thus, the source length is calculated by multiplying the arrival time with wave traveling velocity. The schematic of a linear source location technique is shown in Figure 4, where AE source is mentioned by s. Similarly, s₁, s₂ and t₁, t₂ indicate as the AE sensor 1, AE sensor 2 and time of arrival to sensor 1, time of arrival to sensor 2, respectively. Furthermore, l, l₁ and l₂ indicate the distance between two sensors (s₁, s₂), axial distance of AE source to sensor 1, and axial distance between AE source and the midpoint (l/2) of two AE sensors, respectively.

The mathematical relations of the linear source location algorithm are explained as the following equations, where Δt indicates the time difference between two arrival times to sensor 1 and sensor 2 and v indicates the AE wave velocity [31].

![Figure 4. Schematic of linear source location technique.](image-url)
\[ l_i = \frac{1}{2}(t_1 - t_2) \cdot v = \frac{1}{2} \Delta t \cdot v \] 

\[ l_s = \frac{1}{2} l - l_i = \frac{1}{2}(l - \Delta t \cdot v) \] 

3.2. Two-dimensional source location technique

Planner or two-dimensional source location technique requires three or more AE sensors to be placed on a plane for identifying AE source. Three sensors generate three hyperbolae, which intersect each other on the monitoring plane at a common interceding point or cross-sectional point, and the point is termed as the AE source. Theoretically, three sensors are sufficient for identifying the source in two-dimensional technique; however, another extra sensor, which is called as reference sensor, improves the accuracy of the source location technique. Therefore, the placement of four sensors in a rectangular sensor array generates six sensor pairs. Calculating time of arrival from each sensor pair and correlating according to the following relations planner or two-dimensional AE source location are done.

The simple algorithm for calculating two-dimensional AE source location is based on the following relations [32].

\[ x_s^2 + y_s^2 = r_s^2 \] 

(3)

\[ (\Delta x)_{i}^2 + (\Delta y)_{i}^2 = r_i^2 \] 

(4)

\[ (\Delta x)_{j}^2 + (\Delta y)_{j}^2 = r_j^2 \] 

(5)

where \( \Delta x = x_s - x \) and \( \Delta y = y_s - y \), when \( x \) and \( y \) indicate the coordinates of sensor positions; however, for the source indication, the suffix \( s \) is used. However, \( s_0 \) indicates the reference sensor. Furthermore, suffixes \( i \) and \( j \) indicate the general number of positioning and measuring sensors, respectively, for example, in Figure 5, \( s_i \) indicates for sensor 1, and \( s_j \) indicates for sensor 2. Similarly, \( r_i \), \( r_j \), and \( r_s \) indicate the distances from the corresponding sensors to source. Applying simple solutions of above Eqs. (3)–(5), the source distance, \( r_s \) can be calculated as follows:

\[ r_s = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{U_i}{x_i \cos \theta + y_i \sin \theta + d_i} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{U_j}{x_j \cos \theta + y_j \sin \theta + d_j} \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \] 

(6)

In Eq. (6), \( U_i \), \( U_j \), \( d_i \), and \( d_j \) are defined as follow:

\[ U_i = x_i^2 + y_i^2 - d_i^2 \] 

(7)

\[ U_j = x_j^2 + y_j^2 - d_j^2 \] 

(8)

\[ d_i = r_s - r_i = v \cdot \Delta t_{iw} \] 

(9)

\[ d_j = r_s - r_j = v \cdot \Delta t_{jo} \] 

(10)
Similarly, the source angle ($\theta$) can be calculated as follows:

$$\theta = \phi + \psi$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

In Eq. (11), the parameters $\phi$ and $\psi$ can be calculated by rearranging Eq. (6), and thus, the two-dimensional source location can be found.

Similarly, three-dimensional source location is also possible to calculate in AE source location technique by increasing the number of sensors. Many other modern source location techniques are available [10, 13] and are still introducing to AE fields by AE researchers from all over the world.

4. Smart applications of AE technique

The application of acoustic emission for fault detection or condition monitoring in structural health monitoring (SHM) field is versatile. Since it is a noninvasive technique, it is widely applied in different fields of nondestructive testing (NDT), nondestructive evaluation (NDE), and nondestructive monitoring (NDM) for many engineering applications. Similar application of AE in seismology is well known from its beginning of implementations. Further, recently, applications of AE in biomedical engineering field have attracted many scientists and engineers for its smart applications in condition monitoring as well. Several examples of AE applications are mentioned later.

4.1. Industrial applications in SHM

Out of many industrial applications of AE technique, several are mentioned as monitoring of pressure vessel, storage tank, structural materials, composites, concrete structure, steel structure, bridge, aircraft, gear, ceramics, ceramic components, and so on. In maximum cases of inspection,
standard AE features are evaluated experimentally under satisfactory experimental environments to practical application and correlated with standard values. For example, pressure vessel or other high-pressure tanks are evaluated under cyclic loading pressure up to lifetime number of loading. AE sensors are attached to the tank to be tested and connected to the data acquisition components such as preamplifier and filters, and finally, the digital acquisition system saves the data to the computer where the required AE parameters are evaluated for crack or damage evaluation. Multiple sensors are placed for evaluating the damage source as well. Pipe line or drill pipe fatigue damage is also evaluated frequently by AE technique. Although fatigue loading is a complex mechanism in operation, however, it is defined by cycle number in all fatigue tests, and therefore, fatigue damage is normally evaluated based on crack propagation under certain range of applied cyclic loads. Based on application criteria, drill pipe is subjected to cyclic stress in tension, compression, torsion, and bending. Bending and rotation produce alternation between states of loading at a localized point, which is most concern to damage under fatigue loading. In drilling test rig monitoring, frequent fatigue failures are tested based on critical rotary speed, maximum tension load, notch fatigue load, etc. [33].

Most bridges are tested based on their welded joints and connections under the combinations of loading and loading environments. The general frequency of monitoring bridges is 2 years. Under visual inspection, the necessity of shutting down of its weight capacity is done when damage is found. However, in AE inspection, lane closer is not necessary as it monitors data continuously for real-time forecasting of any damage. Therefore, bridge monitoring by AE technique has increased as well [34].

Material testing by AE technique is also widely applicable. Structural materials, ductile materials, and many other materials including composite materials are tested to evaluate their cracking, breaking, and damaging characteristics for different industrial and biomedical applications. Furthermore, microstructural studies including metallurgical characteristics of many materials are also tested by different smart AE tests.

Different aerospace structures are monitored by AE technique as well. Many sensors are possible to attach to different parts of aerospace structures easily, and therefore, damage monitoring even in minute level and damage location in multidimensional features are performed by AE technique. In many smart AE techniques, real-time wireless monitoring is done by applying wireless AE sensing systems. For example, NASA installed AE sensor-based alert system on the inside of the space shuttle Discovery’s wing structure for avoiding the damage of its leading edge during the reentry to the Earth atmosphere [35].

4.1.1. AE parametric analysis

A material test result was conducted for showing the parametric analysis of AE technique [36]. The experiment was conducted for a cast iron specimen (ferrite) under tensile loading in an autograph tensile machine. Four AE sensors (R15a, Physical acoustics Ltd.), placed to the specimen for getting AE data due to crack damage, were connected to four preamplifiers and to a main amplifier with a gain of 40 dB. AE data were collected by a digital oscilloscope, and the collected data were analyzed for the characterization inside a personal computer. For avoiding noise, appropriate threshold values were used. All the recorded AE hits were saved,
and AE parametric features were calculated to represent the characteristics of crack propagation in a ferrite material under tensile loads. Applied tensile loads were simultaneously saved to the computer for evaluation as well. One experimental result showing AE parametric distribution (amplitude distribution versus tensile loads compared to AE hits) is shown in Figure 6. In this experiment, according to the sensor positions, oscilloscope channels (CH in figure) were defined. Furthermore, sensors 2 and 3 were placed near to the crack initiation position; sensor 1 was placed near to the loading chuck; sensor 4 was placed near to the specimen supporting chuck. Accordingly, sensor 2 (CH2) and sensor 3 (CH3) represented the maximum AE excited values in signal amplitude, whereas sensor 1 (CH1) showed the AE amplitude along with noise contamination from the loading chuck. Similarly, sensor 4 (CH4) represented the minimum value as it was the farthest from the cracking position and far from loading nose. Furthermore, amplitude excitation and distribution values of CH2 and CH3 showed that at the initiation of cracking, amplitude excitations were high due to the tensile cracking at its early stage of AE hits, and after that, as cracking took the shear loading, the amplitude values went down until it gained the maximum values at the fracture stage at their end stage of AE hits.

4.1.2. AE source location

An experiment of two-dimensional source location technique as explained in Section 3.2 was conducted on a steel plate with generated artificial AE source based on Hsu-Nielsen [31, 37] technique. The arrival time was calculated according to the first signal recognition in AE hit as shown in Figure 7. Three experiments were conducted with three sensor distances, where sensor-to-sensor distance was kept constant among three sensors in each experiment. Accordingly, the source location represented by source distance \( r_s \) and source angle \( \theta \), as shown in Figure 4, was calculated. The results were compared with its actual measured data (known before for comparison) and found good agreement as well. The results are summarized in Table 1.
4.2. AE applications in biomedical health monitoring

A successful history of AE technique in fault detection and condition monitoring encourages research to apply it to biomedical engineering field as well. Since AE technique perfectly evaluates and monitors any discontinuity and internal damage of a structure, it is successfully applied in detecting the integrity condition of human bones and joints, particularly knee joints. As detailed functional assessment of knee joint includes to identify any irregularity among its internal anatomical structures, AE sensors are installed to the knee joint and internal damages are evaluated. A common knee disease, particularly of elderly people, is osteoarthritis. It causes due to the damage of internal cartilage of knee joint. This disease causes the disability of people, and therefore, its prevalence is predicted to increase as a result of aging people in an aging society. The damage of cartilage brings the raw bone-end in contact and causes several knee diseases. In the worst case of osteoarthritis, operation is needed to replace by artificial joint with mixed satisfaction of the patient. Application of AE technique in diagnosis of cartilage damage is interestingly applied as well.

Accordingly, experiments of AE technique for identifying the integrity of knee joint were conducted [38]. Four AE sensors were placed to the knee joint, and AE data (AE features) were collected as shown in Figure 8. AE parameters from the knee were collected under the dynamic loading condition of knee joint by several stand-sit-stand motions of participants. Both

![Figure 7. AE hit showing its initial recognition position of arrival signal.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Actual, θ</th>
<th>Experimental, θ'</th>
<th>Actual, r_s</th>
<th>Experimental, r_s</th>
<th>Error of r_s (%)</th>
<th>Error of θ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89.42</td>
<td>0.1414</td>
<td>0.1424</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89.67</td>
<td>0.1768</td>
<td>0.1775</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>89.68</td>
<td>0.2121</td>
<td>0.2130</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Results of AE two-dimensional source location.

![Table 1. Results of AE two-dimensional source location.](image)
healthy participants and patients of knee osteoarthritis disease joined to the experiments. A sample result of AE amplitude distribution compared with AE hit is presented in Figure 7. Acquisition of AE data is perfectly specified in the figure. All channels received sufficient AE data for identifying the internal conditions of knee joint. Thus, experimental results showed that monitoring of knee condition is possible by applying the AE technique successfully to knee joint and to others.

5. Conclusions

A feature outlook of acoustic emission (AE) technique related to the structural health monitoring has been presented in this chapter. A brief history and chronology of AE monitoring are discussed with adequate references. Basic understandings about AE technique, its experimental methodology, and applications are also summarized in this chapter. A list of frequently used AE parameters is also added here. Useful definitions of AE parameters are provided in this parametric list for understanding the theme of AE parametric analysis. Almost all of the structural health monitoring based on AE technique are conducted by the mentioned parameters. Three examples covering three important applications of AE technique are summarized at the end of the chapter. Two major wings of AE technique in structural health monitoring are AE parametric analysis and AE source location. Both of these applications are explained with appropriate examples along with experimental results in material damage and crack propagations. A smart application of AE technique in biomedical engineering field is also mentioned in this chapter as a promising scope of AE technique for the future versatile solutions. Extension of this work can be found in the future publications as well. Thus, the chapter has made easier for wider and fruitful understanding of AE technique in structural health monitoring to all of its readers.
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